
Discovering the Hidden Gems: On The Trail Of
Modern Day Buried Treasure
Everyone loves a good treasure hunt, and while the days of pirates burying
chests of gold doubloons may seem long gone, there are still modern-day
treasure hunters searching for hidden riches. These treasure hunters are not
driven by the desire for wealth alone, but by the thrill of adventure and the
anticipation of unearthing historical artifacts and valuable items that have been
lost to time.

The concept of buried treasure has captured the human imagination for centuries.
Legends of hidden wealth, ancient artifacts, and secret stashes of valuables have
been passed down through generations, adding to the mystique and allure of
treasure hunting.

Today, treasure hunting can take many forms. From metal detecting enthusiasts
who comb beaches in search of lost jewelry, to deep-sea divers exploring sunken
ships, and even urban explorers investigating forgotten structures in hopes of
stumbling upon hidden treasures, the world of modern-day treasure hunting is
diverse and intriguing.
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The Thrill of the Hunt

One of the primary drivers for modern-day treasure hunters is the thrill of the
hunt. Searching for buried treasure, whether in a remote natural setting or within
the confines of a bustling city, ignites a sense of adventure and discovery that few
other pursuits can match.

Unraveling the clues left behind by those who came before is a puzzle that
challenges the mind and tests the limits of determination. It is this combination of
physical and mental exploration that makes treasure hunting so enticing.

Additionally, the possibility of uncovering historical artifacts and items of great
value adds a tangible contribution to the thrill. The idea that one could stumble
upon a relic from the past that holds significant historical and monetary worth is a
driving force for treasure hunters.

Types of Modern-Day Treasure Hunting

Modern-day treasure hunting takes various forms, each with its own unique
challenges and rewards.

Metal Detecting

Metal detecting is one of the most popular forms of treasure hunting. With a metal
detector in hand, enthusiasts comb beaches, forests, and fields in search of
buried artifacts and lost valuables. From ancient coins to military relics and
antique jewelry, the possibilities are endless.
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Not only does metal detecting offer the possibility of finding valuable items, but it
also provides a window into the history of a location. The discovery of a lone,
rusty horseshoe can transport the treasure hunter back to a time when horse-
drawn carriages roamed the streets.

Shipwreck Diving

For those who prefer a more aquatic adventure, shipwreck diving provides an
opportunity to explore the depths of the ocean in search of hidden treasures.
Sunken ships, some of which date back centuries, hold the promise of untold
riches.

Shipwreck diving requires specialized training and equipment, as well as a
passion for historical research. Every wreck holds its own story, and piecing
together the past through underwater exploration is a fascinating endeavor.

Urban Exploration

Urban exploration, also known as urbex, involves exploring abandoned buildings,
tunnels, and other man-made structures. While not traditionally associated with
treasure hunting, urbex enthusiasts often stumble upon forgotten relics and
hidden gems.

Exploring derelict buildings, such as old factories or mansions, can lead to the
discovery of forgotten safes or secret compartments. It is these unexpected
surprises that make urbex an increasingly popular way to satisfy the treasure
hunter's instinct.

Treasure Hunting Etiquette and Legalities

While the allure of modern-day treasure hunting is undeniable, it is essential for
enthusiasts to follow ethical guidelines and comply with local laws and



regulations.

Preserving historical sites and artifacts is crucial in ensuring their continued
exploration by future generations. Responsible treasure hunters adhere to a
"leave no trace" policy, taking care to leave the site as they found it and reporting
any significant finds to the appropriate authorities.

Additionally, researching and abiding by the legal requirements of the area being
explored is essential. Many countries have laws in place to protect cultural
heritage and regulate the excavation and sale of historical artifacts.

The Joy in Uncovering History

While the possibility of finding valuable treasures may be a significant motivator
for treasure hunters, the true joy lies in uncovering history. Each discovery,
whether it be a centuries-old coin or a forgotten family heirloom, adds a piece to
the puzzle of our collective past.

Treasure hunters are not merely hunters of wealth; they are also explorers,
storytellers, and preservers of the past. Their passion for the unknown fuels their
quest, and the knowledge gained from each find contributes to our understanding
of the world we inhabit.

In

On the trail of modern-day buried treasure, treasure hunters embark on an
adventure that combines curiosity, perseverance, and a love for history. From
metal detecting on sandy beaches to diving into the depths of the ocean, every
form of treasure hunting offers a unique experience.

While not every treasure hunter may strike gold, the thrill of the hunt and the joy
of uncovering hidden historical gems are rewards in themselves. So, grab your



metal detector, dive into the depths, or venture into the unknown, for the modern-
day treasure hunt awaits!
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Let the Treasure Hunt Begin

I treasure hunted on occasions with a dear friend of mine, who made a career out
of searching for buried treasures. In 1997, he asked me if I would publish a book
for him about hunting for a modern day buried treasure. His offer came as a
complete surprise to me.

One afternoon in May 1998, as I sat with him in the back yard, he gave me a
history lesson on his career in treasure hunting. At the end, he told me he had
two places picked out to bury two treasures that might start a gold rush in North
America.

In the summer of 1999, he planned to bury a treasure somewhere in the US
worth $150 million and a second treasure worth another $150 million in Canada.
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He had no immediate family to leave his fortune to and came up with the idea of a
modern-day treasure hunt.

I could see that he had given this idea a lot of thought, from looking into the legal
aspects to working out all the details and finally coming up with a code to hide the
real clues. When I first read his manuscript, I was amazed. He not only had
coded clues, but he had an alternative method for those who were clueless about
codes. That second way meant one could literally sit at their computer and use
global maps on the Internet in an attempt to close in on the location.

This book contains two different methods to track down the treasure.

First: Solve the Code, which will let you find the clues, and then you have to
figure the
clues out. This method is very precise and requires concentration and thinking. In
the end, it will get you to within two miles of the treasure. At that point it becomes
a traditional treasure hunt.

Second: Use the global maps. This method requires searching through
thousands of pictures. If you can locate all the pictures, it will get you into the ball
park, but then it requires a lot more random searching.
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